
Apple Watches,
with integrated esim card,

compatible with the Watchelp application

All Apple Watches "GPS + Cellular", series 3 to 7, as well as the SE models, are 
compatible with the Watchelp application. 

You will find below a detailed list of the models concerned, as well as links to the relevant 
websites. 

The market for connected watches is evolving very quickly. This is why some of the models
listed below no longer appear (or are out of stock) on the Apple website : 
https://www.apple.com/fr/watch/ However, we thought it would be useful to list them all 
because it is always possible to find one of these models, less recent (and therefore 
sometimes less expensive), but just as good, on another merchant site than those we 
indicate, or on a second-hand site. All you have to do is type in the name of the model of the
watch you are interested in on one of these sites or in an internet search engine. 

https://www.apple.com/fr/watch/


Apple Watch SERIES 3

 A1860, A1889, A1890 : Série 3 GPS + Cellular, 38 mm
 A1861, A1891, A1892 : Série 3 GPS + Cellular, 42 mm

Apple Watch SERIES 4

 A1975, A2007 : Série 4 GPS + Cellular, 40 mm
 A1976, A2008 : Série 4 GPS + Cellular, 44 mm

Apple Watch SERIES 5

 A2094, A2159 : Série 5 GPS + Cellular, 40 mm
 A2095, A2157 : Série 5 GPS + Cellular, 44 mm

Apple Watch SERIES 6

 A2293, A2375 : Série 6 GPS + Cellular, 40 mm
 A2294, A2376 : Série 6 GPS + Cellular, 44 mm

Apple Watch SERIES 7

 A2475, A2476 : Série 7 GPS + Cellular, 41 mm
 A2477, A2478 : Série 7 GPS + Cellular, 45 mm



Apple Watch SERIES SE

 A2353, A2355 : Apple Watch SE GPS + Cellular, 40 mm
 A2354, A2356 : Apple Watch SE GPS + Cellular, 44 mm

Support for cellular connectivity from your operator

The Apple Watch must be supported by the same phone carrier as your iPhone to connect to a
cellular network. New phone carriers are added to the list of participating carriers on a regular basis.
If your current carrier does not support the Apple Watch, cellular connectivity will not be available.

All Apple Watch models are equipped with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. The Apple Watch SE (GPS +
Cellular)  connects to cellular networks independently of your iPhone, provided both are on the
same carrier. 

With the family setup, you can use your iPhone to pair the watches of family members who don't
have their own iPhone. 

Family setup is only available with the GPS + Cellular models of the Apple Watch SE and
with the Apple Watch Series 4, Series 5, Series 6 and Series 7 models.   

The family setup allows you to use your iPhone to set up an Apple Watch for your children or other
people in your life. Each watch then has its own phone number and account. The carrier's cellular
data service lets you connect each watch to the cellular network using its own mobile plan.  This
way, people whose watches are paired with your iPhone don't need to be near your phone to
communicate. 

Connect all the Apple watches in your family :

Truphone is the perfect partner to connect all your family members' Apple Watches and help you
take better care of the ones you love. 

For more information : 

https://www.truphone.com/fr/particuliers/esim-pour-apple-watch/
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